
 

 

 

During COVID-19 shutdown,  
robots may go where humans can’t 

 

Dawn Kawamoto 
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Henry Hu isn’t worried about the need for employees to shelter at home during the COVID-19 
pandemic and the impact it would have on his coffee kiosk at San Jose International Airport or 
San Francisco International Airport. 

That’s because the founder and CEO of San Francisco-based Cafe X relies on robots to brew up 
his liquid gold and drive business at the two airports.  

“This is a difficult time and it really sucks that a lot of people in food and retail will be laid off or 
face other financial challenges,” Hu said. “The only positive is that at least we can continue to 
offer a 24/7 sanitary and reliable service to airport guests and employees while other 
concessionaires may have to reduce hours or temporarily shut down.” 

Hu, along with another Bay Area robot maker, as well as a robot component supplier, said it is 
too early to tell if demand for their products will surge as a result of COVID-19. 



However, these three Bay Area companies expect demand for robots will increase in the future 
as a result of the pandemic virus. 

Helping humans amid company shutdowns and slowdowns 

In looking at his own business, Hu said his Cafe X kiosks are building up quite a backlog of 
robotic coffee bar orders. 

“I do expect this event will push traditional food and beverage and retail businesses to consider 
deeper integration of robotics and automated solutions into their business for future 
defensibility and resilience,” Hu said. 

Kass Dawson, head of strategy at SoftBank Robotics in San Francisco, says demand for the 
company’s newly developed Whiz autonomous vacuum sweeper robot or its human-like 
Pepper robot is likely to increase in the future. 

“The biggest impact will be on the cleaning industry because people are demanding cleaner 
spaces and ways to mitigate or reduce human contact,” Dawson said, noting Whiz does the 
vacuuming so the cleaning staff can focus on the areas that require more expertise. 

Currently, things have not slowed down for SoftBank Robotics but they also have not yet 
jumped with any statistical significance, he noted. 

“We are still in a phase of fear and uncertainty with the virus,” Dawson said. “In January and 
February, most of America was in denial. But in the last three or four weeks there has been an 
exponential growth in awareness.” 

Anand Gopalan, CEO of San Jose-based Velodyne Lidar, which makes sensors used in robots and 
other autonomous equipment, said the company has not yet seen a jump in business as a result 
of COVID-19 but noted that’s because Velodyne enters multi-year contracts that can take 
longer than the two months to process than companies have been aware of the virus. 

However, Gopalan noted that two of its Chinese customers have seen a jump in their business 
since COVID-19 took root in the nation that became the epicenter of the virus. 

One customer uses autonomous robots to deliver groceries to people in Wuhan and another 
customer uses small robots to clean and sanitize streets in China. 

“Broadly speaking, there are applications that are not safe enough for humans to be doing as a 
result of the virus, but can be augmented by robots,” said Gopalan. “I believe the social 
acceptance of robots will be faster as people see how they help humanity and our society in 
these challenging times.” 

 


